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raves about something, it causes other people to wonder if that thing lives up to the hype. While
this device sits out of the way, it does its fair share of heavy lifting. Your client box does that.
And rightfully so! When you place your client next to the HS17 Genie 2, that client will perform
incredibly fast. This is especially the case with the C61K 4K Genie client. You probably want us
to give you one good reason why you should replace your HR54 with a Genie 2, right? Truth be
told, I could talk features and benefits all day long. This includes the HS17 Genie 2, which is
sitting right next to me, performing flawlessly. Practicality is another reason Stuart loves his
Genie 2. He might not like me to make light of his obsessive love for technology, but at one
point, he had six DVRs in his home! He used these to double-record programming because he
wanted to watch different shows in different rooms. While my six DVRs could record 12 different
things, all I really need are the seven recordings my Genie 2 offers me. A Signal Connect
representative will follow up with you as soon as possible. The Genie 2 provides two 4K
streams while the HR54 only allows for one. It allows wireless clients without having an external
wireless adapter. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our
website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy
policy. Order Now More benefits inside! View All Packages. NFL Sunday Ticket. Audience
Network. Genie GO. Genie Mini. C13 RVU Client. Standard Receiver D DVR Receiver R HD
Receiver H Pause the TV show or movie you're watching and play it in another room of your
house, feel the power. HD On-Screen Guide. Never miss the start of a game again because you
aren't able to find it. One button press will give you all the listings you need. Dish is unable to
offer the same amount of HD channels or sports. HughesNet is one of the top satellite internet
providers in the country. A quick installtion will have you online browsing the internet in your

home in no time, surfing at some of the fastest speeds around. If you would like to purchase a
Genie Mini, you can either call us at the phone number at the top of this page or you can enter
your information below and we'll call you. Actual range of wireless signal varies and may be
affected by several factors including, but not limited to: home construction materials,
obstructions, electromagnetic interference and other environmental factors. For residential use
in a single household only. Additional fees apply. Visit directv. The Wireless Genie Mini then
connects to the Genie wirelessly, using a private, secure network created by the Wireless Video
Bridge, the other part of the system. Because of this wireless connection, you can tuck the
Wireless Genie Mini behind the TV and never deal with seeing inconvenient cable boxes and
unsightly wires ever again. Residential Customers. Multi Dwelling Units. View Package Details
View Movie Details View Sports Details View NFL Details View HD Details View Cinema Details
Pay Per View Watch a newly released movie, the big fight or even adult movies any time you
want. View PPV Details View BabyFirstTV Premium content without the price. View Audience
Details View Genie Details View Guide Details Sports Search Never miss the start of a game
again because you aren't able to find it. View Apps Details View Voice Details View RVU Details
View The Difference Next Day Installation Customer Promise. You Can Call Us Call us any time
at the phone number below. Have Us Call You Please fill in the following form to have us call
you:. Call Us Today! Back to top. View in: Desktop. LSU Football Schedule. Sign In Register.
Tech Board. Getting direct tv installed, is there any advantage, besides convenience, of the
wireless box over the wired? My coax jack in the bedroom is behind my bed and I'd have to
move a ton of furniture for the guy to run the wire to my tv. If the wired box performs better, it's
probably worth it. Replies 3. Options Top. Replies 0. Replies 1. Wired will always best signal
quality and response times I have a wireless and it works great but it's a split second slower
browsing and changing channels. I think ill go wired. Meant to say wired. Alcohol on a Friday
night. I say go wireless, but I install it so I may be a little biased lol. The main reason I ask
customers to at least consider wireless is the flexibility it affords you. If you decide to change
the orientation of your room or if you decide you no longer want a tv in one room you can easily
hook the genie mini's up in the new location with no wiring work to do. While coax is not a hard
thing to hook up most customers do not want to be bothered with it. If you are the type that
doesn't mind running your own wires to a different room later on or if you know you are never
going to move the tvs then go wired. That's why the walkthrough to determine placement of
everything is important. One thing to keep in mind is that the wireless video bridge does not
have to be in the same room as the genie server. You can place it on the opposite side of the
house if that is closer to the location of where the genie clients are being placed. As long as the
wireless video bridge is tied into the coax network it can be placed anywhere around the house
to allow for optimal signal to the genie clients. I've had wired and wireless. Both the same. I
have the wireless now. It's fine. Don't notice a different. This is not correct. Genie clients,
whether wired or wireless, use a tuner from the server. If you are using an hr44 or hr54 server
then you have 2 tuners being used by that and 3 more available for clients to use. You may be
correct. I have a Genie but no clients. HR44 and three HR24s. I'm looking into one wireless
receiver for our bedroom. My router is on the other side of the house but I can move it to the
room right next to ours. Does that matter? I don't get the strongest wifi signal in that bedroom. I
have 4 wireless boxes in my house. The main receiver and the receiver in our bedroom are as
far apart as they can be in our house and we have no issues. One is in our basement and I've
never had a problem with it either. Page 1 of 1. Air Force Takes Game Two vs. LSU, College
Football Playoff Rankings - Dec. All Rights Reserved. Sun, Mar 20, PM. My new Verizon router
has both 2. Are the Genie devices capable of the higher speed? Accepted Solution. Official
Solution. TV Forum. Protect your device against loss, theft, damage and get expert technical
support. Like Comment Follow Share. Responses Accepted Solution. Answers are based on
experience. I strive to give honest answers, even if not always appreciated. If you posted
personal information, please edit and remove. Any product claim, statistic, quote, or other
representation about a product or service should be verified with the manufacturer, provider, or
party. So is the RF hardware on the Genie Mini capable of both 2. Thanks again. Minis don't
have WiFi only the Genie. Cancel Post. Get started Ask a new question. Did this help you? No
Yes. How can we improve? Send Feedback. Tags No tags available. If you are using Internet
Explorer 11 please disable Compatibility View in order to continue using all community features.
Learn more If you are using Internet Explorer 10 or prior please update your browser to a newer
version in order to continue using all community features. Exclusive promotions just for you.
Prices higher in 2nd year. See offer details. David Anders Last updated: January 19, At
Allconnect, we work to present quality information with editorial integrity. While this page may
contain offers from our partners, our opinions are our own. With four main package options
plus lots of add-on possibilities for sports, movies and international programming, DIRECTV

offers entertainment for all. Price increase after 12 mos. Offers valid through June 30,
Self-installation encouraged. Select your desired installation date, and a Cox representative will
call to confirm or reschedule your appointment. Safety-first Installation: A Frontier technician
will perform your installation with appropriate safety protocols including wearing protective
equipment and maintaining social distancing. Contactless installation: Mediacom will send an
installation kit and a technician to set up a single high-speed data connection, phone, or one
local TV channel plan with the help of someone in your home. Self-installation is encouraged.
For professional installation, contact-free delivery is available for work done outside of the
home. For customers moving more than 7 days from the date the order is placed, professional
installation is available. Free Contactless Delivery: An Xfinity technician will drop-off your
equipment with installation instructions, then perform any outside work. Get your installation
fees back in a customer credit for a no-charge installation. Self-installation encouraged for
qualified orders. For professional installation, select your desired date and it will be held for
future installation on a priority basis. Offer Details. Subscription prices for each network will
vary. Choose from a variety of international options, including Brazilian, Italian, Japanese,
Mandarin, Russian and Vietnamese. With mo. Price higher in 2nd year. View offer details. Join
the 3 million people a year who trust Allconnect to help them find local internet and TV
providers for free. Find your plan in a few easy steps:. Search plans with ease. Compare all your
options. Order on our one-stop online shop. Speak to an expert to order by phone. Are you an
existing customer looking for help? Available only in the US. Not all channels available to
stream out of home. Rewind and fast-forward may not work. Limits: Mature, music, pay-per-view
and some On Demand content is not available for downloading. All functions and programming
subject to change at any time. Limited 4K HDR programming available. Other conditions apply.
Out-of-market games only. Requires high speed internet. Recommend minimum 24 Mbps per
stream for optimal viewing 8 Mbps per stream. Depending on where you live, you could have
multiple TV provider options. For more information about TV providers in your area, call our
experts. Additional fees and terms may apply. Pricing varies by location and availability. All
prices subject to change at any time. May or may not be available based on service address.
Power give national TV providers an annual customer satisfaction ranking based on feedback
from real customers. If, however, you want to lower your bill without sacrificing some of your
channel options, try calling DIRECTV customer service to see if there are any bill credits you
may qualify for. Check with your leasing office regarding any restrictions. David joined the
Allconnect team in , specializing in broadband and TV content. As a Senior Writer, David is
motivateâ€¦ Read more. Read bio. Taylor Gadsden â€” 2 min read. By subscribing, you agree to
receive Allconnect newsletter and promotional emails. Your privacy is important to us. Available
only in the U. After 12 mos. Pricing subj to change. First time credit will include all credits
earned since meeting offer requirements. See att. Different offers may apply for eligible
multi-dwelling unit and telco customers. Must maintain a min. Programming, pricing, terms and
conditions subject to change at any time. Some offers may not be available through all channels
and in select areas. Visit directv. Offers may not be combined with other offers on the same
services and may be modified or discontinued at any time without notice. Other conditions may
apply to all offers. All Rights Reserved. All other marks are the property of their respective
owners. Limited availability. May not be available in your area. Call to see if you qualify. Must
maintain all qualifying services and service addresses must match to receive advertised pricing.
Pricing subject to change. Must maintain both qualifying svcs to continue credits. No credits in
2nd year for bundled services. Different offers may apply for eligible multi-dwelling unit
customers. Actual customer speeds are not guaranteed and may vary based on several factors.
For more information, go to Offers may not be combined with other promotional offers on the
same services and may be modified or discontinued at any time without notice. Other
conditions apply to all offers. Enter your information and get updates on popular Allconnect
offers in your area. New approved residential customers only. Recommend minimum 25 Mbps
for optimal viewing min 8 Mbps per stream. Not all speeds available in all areas. Must purchase
through Red Ventures. For new residential customers. Residents of select multi-dwelling units
not eligible. Reward Card: Will be sent email or letter with redemption requirements. Reward
Card delivered within weeks after redemption to customers who maintain and pay for qualifying
service from installation date and through reward fulfillment. Card expires at month-end 6
months after issuance. No cash access. Virgin Islands. No refunds or credits for any
partial-month periods or unwatched content. Residential customers only. Device may need to
be in billing region in order to view. Programming subject to blackout restrictions. Taxes may
apply. See your Order Confirmation email and att. Offers may not be combined with certain
other promotional offers on the same services and may be modified or discontinued at any time
without notice. Compatible device or browser required. Use of HBO Max is subject to its own

terms and conditions, see hbomax. Programming and content subj. Upon cancellation of your
video service you may lose access to HBO Max. To learn more, visit att. Why do we ask for your
address? Need help? Speak to one of our experts. Call: Who am I calling? Our trained experts
can help you choose what plan is best for you, at no extra cost. Give us a call: Shop packages
or call to order: Things to consider Price increase after 12 mos. Installation practices
Self-installation is the default installation option when available for customers. Installation
practices Self-installation encouraged. Installation practices Safety-first Installation: A Frontier
technician will perform your installation with appropriate safety protocols including wearing
protective equipment and maintaining social distancing. Installation practices Contactless
installation: Mediacom will send an installation kit and a technician to set up a single
high-speed data connection, phone, or one local TV channel plan with the help of someone in
your home. Installation practices Self-installation is encouraged. Installation practices Free
Contactless Delivery: An Xfinity technician will drop-off your equipment with installation
instructions, then perform any outside work. Save on fast speed Order a Mbps internet plan for
the same price of a Mbps plan. Installation practices Self-installation encouraged for qualified
orders. Special offers and deals. Or call to order: We value your feedback. Was this page
helpful? Yes No. Tell us what helped most on this page. Type your response here. Thanks for
your feedback! What to read next Read more. Subscribe to our weekly newsletter for internet
news and promos. Sign me up By subscribing, you agree to receive Allconnect newsletter and
promotional emails. Thanks for subscribing! Offer details. Thanks for signing up. Check your
inbox and stay tuned for deals, news and more. Want to stay connected with the latest deals?
Email address. Zip Code. Enter your address to view what's available near you Why do we ask
for your address? Street address. ZIP code. Call: Call: TV Everywhere. You may have to budget
wisely to have this great service in your home, but read on to see if this is the satellite provider
for you. And it will be a pain to get out of the contract early. No monthly payment! But you do
have to pay for a monthly regional sports fee. There you go hurting us again. First of all, pick
out your must-have channels. Guess what? And guess what? You get 4K resolution, the ability
to switch between games, and the ability to connect up to eight TVs wirelessly. Even though
first-year pricing is reasonable, if you start adding multiple receivers and premium channels, it
can get spendy real quick. Or do you like a different provider better? Drop us a comment below!
Your article states there are additional fees for equipment with directv, however their website
claims that all prices for packages include all equipment fees for up to 4 rooms of equipment.
Which is it? Promotional offers specifically equipment pricing across many brands have
changed as a result. In essence, the FCC wants to allow for expansion of competitive third-party
devices, whereas the cable companies prefer to have more control with proprietary equipment,
citing both technical and intellectual property concerns. This is a complicated issue and there is
much debate, so we expect to see these sorts of pricing and packages changes to continue. I
like directv overall, way better value than cable. However, if you are an NFL fan, this is where
you need to keep reading. I signed up at the end of the NFL season. I was told I would get a
huge discount for the season because of this. That is not good enough for me since I missed
almost the entire season. We feel your pain. Hope this information was helpful. If you have
another question, let us know. I have a question regarding the wireless Genies. I am nervous to
use the wireless becuase it seems like anything wireless has connection issues. Also I wonder
if it will conflict with my baby monitor. Video quality is essentially equal between wired and
wireless. The baby monitor affects the remotes communicating with the Mini Genies more than
the receivers themselves. In other words, your television signal should be fine regardless of the
monitor, but you may run into trouble when using the remote to change channels, volume, etc.
A wired baby monitor connection would not affect the signal. Hope this helps, thanks for your
question! We are very disappointed with Direct TV. I ordered 5 receivers for our vacation home.
Was never told during the 45 minute ordering process anything about only being able to watch
3 tvs at a time. We were told by the installation guy that we could watch 4 at a time. This should
have been explained. We will be switching over our home account and vacation home providers
tomorrow. And the customer service, unless you are ordering new services is awful. However,
only four TVsâ€”including the TV connected directly to Genieâ€”can show live or recorded
content at the same time. I was a blind fool using Direct TV. The basic was a complete joke. I
just switched to xfinity I now have 3 times the amount of channels. Use your head people!!! I
asked direct tv if they could give me a better deal on the crap package I had and they said no. I
said well I am going to call xfinity and order there service and the Direct tv representitive said
ok I will connect you with the department to have the equipment sent back. They figure they
ripped me off long enough so we were all good. On 1st attempt installer refused to install dish.
On 3rd attempt, even after receiving confirmation calls and texts including a specific install
time, no one showed. Scheduling conflicts are very frustrating. Just curious, did the technician

say there was a specific issue regarding the first installation i. Never in my life have I been so
deceived. I was sold a bunch of lies, prices and services I was promised were doubled. My
service started on May I should mention I used to be a customer service rep and knew all about
the ins and outs of that job helping people establish residential service. I was very upset and
shocked. I wanted to terminate my service. I was very pleased. After countless calls, I was told I
would be charged an early termination fee if I disconnected. I contacted 7 On Your Side. In the
meantime, I made more calls. My service was disconnected after 8 hours, though she said it
would be done immediately. In the morning, I got an email from direct tv that a charge of early
termination would be on my last bill. I called this morning to find out she never noted my
account with the facts that she promised no ETF. This has been one nightmare after another!
They are the worst Crooks ever! Thanks for letting us know Nomi, Sounds like you had a rough
experience. Perhaps if you make another call you could directly ask for a copy of your account
notes? Out of curiosity, what other services are available in your area? Plus, they have
no-contract options so you can pull the plug anytime without cancellation fees. Hi Trevor. I was
with them over 10 years and they have been the best. Good suggestion to get a copy of the
notes on my account. I think the real issue was that reps were not thoroughly reading the notes
on my account and lazy. That way you have records of what a representative told you, and you
can also put a movie on or enjoy a drink while you chat. Let us know what happens. Being an x
Att employee I know what is expected out of the customer service reps. Could use the gift card
for a number of things needed for the new place. The guy got on the phone and was eating he
put me on hold for 8 mins. After 8 mins. By the way I told the first lady next week Friday. So I
had to explain no next week Friday and he put me on hold again for another 5 mins. Came back
on and confirmed installation date, This all took about an hour. Come weds. I recieve an email
stating by order was canceled. I called the toll free number and got some guy overseas who I
couldnt understand and had to keep asking him to repeat himself slowly. He couldnt tell me why
my order was canceled. Confirmed that he could place another order same everything and gift
card, installation date etcâ€¦. Installation date came and the tech was very nice and all went well.
One month later I called asking for my gift card we all know where this is going , another
overseas person, call back in one week. I called back and did get a english speaking rep in the
USA very nice said I should hear back by friday. I now go back another week later and did get
another english speaking USA rep that put a rush on my concern. So why is it that a new
customer has to go thru all this treatment and why do I even have to wheel and deal for my gift
card? I can not reccommend the service to anyone and I personally am very dispointed that Att
would allow this treatment to customers. Same as Mike Matthews. Absolute worst experience I
have ever had with a cable companyâ€¦ and we all know how low that bar is. I love the channel
options you have, and the ability to get Sunday Ticket, but, I am seriously considering leaving
Directv when my contract runs out next year. Both freeze up on me at least once a week,
prompting me to reset them at least once a week. I have had the Genie replaced twice, and the
mini replaced once. That has been since June That is really sadâ€¦. Hey Jen, thanks for your
thoughts! Out of curiosity, do you know which versions of the Genie and Genie Mini you have?
Thanks, Trevor. I will follow your advice and reach out to Directv with this information. Worst
customer service ever. We signed up for international and regular channels. Sales rep
guarantee they were going to install only ONE antenna on our roof. We signed up under this
condition. When the technician finished his job, there were 2 antennas on our roof. They said
they are not going to remove. We have to remove our own and pay for the damage on the roof. It
makes me want to back out of the deal if that is possible. I never write reviews on anything, but
my experience with DirecTV was so horrible that I feel obligated. After installation I never had
any channels. I called times and they sent someone out twice and they never fixed it. Finally
after 3 months of not having cable and calling multiple times they finally realized my zip code in
their system was for north carolina and not ohio which was why I was not getting service. I
would give this a 1 star. So where do I begin? I went to an authorized retailer my first mistake
who signed me up and got me started. In the first month I was back at the retailer, Not knowing
he was just a retailer, but anyways. So I walked in, Not upset just confused. So he said he
wouldâ€¦. So I called the number, They credited me, and turned it back on. Everything was great
again right? Like uh what???? So I went back in to the store, second time in the same month
They found two other people on the same account as me!! How does that even happen? Great
everything is good again right? LOL no. I called in and the computer tells me I have a past due
amount and I need to pay my bill before he can help me. SO I asked for a representative and I
was put on hold for 20 min before I decided to give up on talking to anyone human. I am so
upset I could cry! The first thing that irritated me about DirectTV was them not reusing
equipment I already paid for. Just another way to nickel and dime you. Not to mention I was on
the phone with several representatives prior to my move and not one of them said I had to turn

it in to the office I received it from. I called several times to see where the boxes were and was
told each time they were on their wayâ€¦. Thank you DirecTV. I will never do business with you
again nor will I ever recommend you to anyone else. Most dishonest company I have ever
worked with. Promises made but after installation last week found out what I was promised is
not actually included and will need to pay more to get what I was promised. Not happy! We
recommend getting a copy of this if possible to hold the company accountable. That is the only
thing advantage that Directv has over Dish. I was a long time 5 years customer of Directv. In
September I had a new roof put on my house and needed a simple realignment of the dish after
the work was completed. Are you kidding me? Three frickin weeks to get a tech out for a 2
minute job? I was set up by noon the next day. Directv will always jack up your rates and then
you have to call in and threaten to disconnect your service at which time they will give you
some discounts. Dish has better channels, better service, and better features. DISH blows
Directv out of the water with technology. Customer service? I called Directv yesterday and was
on hold for a total of 48 minutes before I got to the person who could solve my minor problem
returning the equipment. Their customer service has plummeted and they no longer give a
damn about their customers at all. We suspended for 1 year after moving to Washington for a
year. We came back to our home.. Had direct TV activated but have had horrible experiences
with ALL customer service reps to Supervisors not taking my calls. But he also helped my son,
whose bill changed 3 different times.. And he truly is! Absolutely disgusting customer service
and professionalism. The installer disconnected and moved my internet modem and home
phone from another provider and it was not until after he left did I discover neither worked
anymore. Then after getting in touch with my internet provider in attempts to fix the issue I
discovered that the DirecTV installer actually broke one of my phone jacks inside the house. I
have never had a worst experience with a cable company! On my first install I ordered 3 box,
however the tech only came with two. Then gives me a AV box, and says just run a spliter off
one of the two boxes he did bring. What happens? And when I told them they lied to me and I
wanted to cancel my service, they said that I am under a 2 year contract. If so you should be
able to get some sort of direct compensation. I would have to look and see if I have anything in
writing about the Visa card. I just have my notes of all the things they promised me if I switched
back to Direct from U-Verse. And no I have not looked for another provider since I am under a 2
year contract with Direct. This is the worst company that I have dealt with. They connect your
calls to the Philippians and very often the people you speak with cannot speak English very
clearly. I had to wait one hour to speak to a manager who spoke broken English. When I did
speak to someone in the US the woman was very rude. They increased my bill by 50 percent
and did not forewarn me. The discounts I supposedly had ended with no forewarning. Please
avoid these people. This is a ruthless company with little morals. They care nothing about their
customers. Yes I also got outsourced service. After talking with my sister who has the same
package as me I was extremely upset to find out that she pays less than me when she actually
has more receivers! They are a group of rude rogues. I wish I had never signed a contract.
Never again. Good luck, Kara. I am a direct tv customer and have been for almost my entire life
as my entire family has direct tv. This could be changing very soon. We are diehard Minnesota
Vikings fans, however me living out of the state right now prevents me from getting the games. I
called to inquire about purchasing 1 game or 1 team for te season and was told that it was
impossible. That did not stop them from trying to sell me movie channels at a discount price. I
am not a movie fan but a football fan thank you very much. We did this about 4 times in the
past. When I informed the gentleman about this on the phone he pretty much called me a liar. I
also inquired about getting a discount for ordering nfl ticket late in the season and he said it
would be full price even if i ordered it on the last game of the season. This is not a good way to
keep customers. As I am no longer in a contract, I will be searching for alternate tv services.
Any suggestions? Subpar performance issue during the political season. We pay for the NFL
ticket too and receive service like this. There is not a cloud in the sky either. It has been this
way for the last couple of months. They have monopolized the NFL coverage and have
subversive customer service. I just tried calling here at am in the morning and was told by the
autopilot voicemail I would have to wait until am. They will only get better when they have
something or someone to get compete with their sports tickets. I called to complain and they
gave us a small discount. My husband likes the NFL ticket and that is why we have it. To answer
your question, no. If it helps, there are services out there that will call and negotiate with your
TV provider on your behalf. It may take just as long, but you can put on a movie or show while
you chat I do it all the time. I work for Directv and I can tell you how to lower your bill for free.
First, if you are in a contract forget it. The only way to save you money at that point is to reduce
services. However, if you are out of contract or months from the end of your contract, call in
and ask if you can negotiate a new contract. We WANT to help you. And now that you are out of

your initial contract, any new contract you qualify for will have discounts that last the full
duration of the new contract. We are not out to screw you, I promise. We are people and
customers too, so as long as you can ride out the second year of your contract and if you are
not too greedy or unrealistic in your expectations and finally as long as you get to the loyalty
department the contracts dept. And as a brief side note, I wish people would quit thinking we
will be more helpful if you threaten to leave. If does not work with us. If we have an offer
available to you we will apply it. As I mentioned, we want to help you. Day 1: was charged for a
genie go of which was never purchased. The intaller called to tell the company that it was
indeed incorrect and to adjust our payments. This never happened. I had to call to ask for the
approx. It was guaranteed to be put back on my card. I called about 3 more times to check if it
was as a month want by with no credit. Each representative had no idea what was going on.
That told me it was my credit card company. I called my credit card and they said otherwise.
Finally after calling directtv again they said they would credit my directtv accou t instead as
they admittedly claimed they were wrong. Then, they have me the wrong credit back. I had to
call again. Worst company. Also, charges are ambiguous. Our plan was the Choice plan and
went up 50 dollars after the first year. Although this is stated in the contract to go up I was
unhappy with the specific amount of increase. When I called to ask what we could do they
claimed just to downgrade our plan. No other options were provided to us and so we did to save
money. My husband then called to see if other options were available, we were told we could get
a lower plan and just pay for the sports channels for a small additional amount. So we had to
call back yet again and change to the entertainment package for about Geez, can you at least
spare the 10 bucks for all the call backs we had to make! Unfortunately, we cannot leave the
agreement without paying dollars. So, we are left completely unhappy with the plan paying more
than the introductory rate and for a lower status entertainment plan I have to say, this is the
worst place to deal with, I needed to express this on here to everyone. Directtv is not the type of
place that tries to make you stay. It is a. Horrible experience. All cable providers pricing is
skyrocketing. Yes, Direct TV pricing is slightly less than Cox. However you pay for lower quality,
the lack of efficiency and lack of programming such as with the Direct TV channel guide and
channel selection i. Just curious, have they considered changing providers, and if so, to which
provider? That service will be cancelled. She agrees she made a gross error when she took the
advice of her newly-built apartment complex management that was promoting Direct TV at the
time. In addition, I have another friend who has Direct TV. I did not use the TV remote at her
house nor change the channels myself there. I am right there with John Gabriel. I am a DirecTV
customer of 4 years. When I first signed on with them they said I had to sign a 2 year contract.
This included 1 year of locked in rates, the 2nd year the price can change of which it didâ€¦ my
plan nor equipment changed. I only lost some channels as they were suddenly no longer part of
my plan. They hide the fact these are discounts and your plan will jump on your next billing
cycle on the 13th month. I moved with my boyfriend to his place. He had the account put in his
name as I still owned my home. I moved back to my home, had to reopen an account. They had
to set up a new account and BAMâ€¦. Nothing I could have done to prevent what mother nature
had in store. I had the acct suspended until I was able to purchase new tvs, surround sound
system, dvd players whole 9 yards. So my bills were put on hold. Well I got my new bill in and
its over double what it was 2 months prior! I asked. Those do not carry over even if you have
your account suspended. This company sucks the consumer dry, has hidden fees and has very
poor customer service skills. At that time the tech would swap even equipment. Next issueâ€¦.
So I said ok lets check other plans and optionsâ€¦. So I get foreign channels, home shopping
shows, no music channels, none of the channels I watch and local channels? Sounds like a deal
NOT!!! Well now I am going the antenna route. Hey Aimee, thanks for sharing your experience,
although it definitely seems like you went through a lot of heartache in the process. We hope
the antenna route goes well, but if not, be sure to let us know if you switch to another provider
and how you like them! Horrible customer service experience except one lady but charge still
showing up on bill. I live in the sticks, so we are stuck between this terrible service or dish
network. So we have crap, and more crap. Customer service is lacking. Lemme tell ya, as soon
as I am moved outta this cesspool louisiana, directv is gone. You guys are worthless. We have
had nothing but billing issues with Direct!! We have auto pay and every month our bill is
different. My husband has had to call them every month for almost the past year to get it right
and the problem is never fixed! I am beyond frustrated and want to cancel! Have you tried their
chat help yet? Plus, you can easily keep a record of your chats I just save it to the computer.
Hope it helps. This is the worst company i have ever delt with. They dont care about there
customers or people wanting there service. I expect my full refund and additional credit do to all
the incconvinience they have caused during these three months. But for sure they to cheap to
pay anyone for incconvinience but charge to do installation at a high price and up there prices

for tv entertainment and dont bother to show up. I have been with Direct tv for over 3 years now
and I canceled my services with them because I was periodically being charged for fraudulent
charges, They have a different address for where the service is being provided which must be a
system error on their end. When I canceled my service with them I was told that I am obligated
to pay the cancellation fee which I ended up doing, 2 months pass I get a bill from them saying
Ive ordered Nfl the day before I cancelled, I asked the lady to please take her time to see if I have
ever ordered or watched such a thing in my history she said no you are correct but still we
show you owe us This company is a complete rip off and fraud, What can I or should I do? Have
you tried contacting the Better Business Bureau? Perhaps they can help you address this
situation. Keep us updated, especially in the event you find the right person at DIRECTV to talk
to, or a third party mediator who resolves your issue. My bank decided to update my credit card
and since then, dealing with DirectTV to make a payment has been a nightmare. Everytime, I
keep asking them to solve the issue, and they keep saying they will to make me go away. I had
to call back again and when I demanded something be done with this, I was promised that it was
going to be escalated. Hey Donna, sorry to hear that. It should be as simple as correcting the
information in their system, as you said. At any rate, keep us updated with your situation and let
us know if we Reviews. Customer service reps are not located in the U. Said it was my fault for
not paying my bill, but I was in the process of talking with them about restarting services.
Absolutely hate directvâ€¦. I hope this company fails. Disgusted by Direct TV. I got all the details
and he was very detailed and polite. I told him thanks and that I would talk to my husband when
he got home. He was excited and when I got home that night we sat down to call Direct TV to set
up our bundle. This time we got a new representative. I even asked him the connection fees and
what our first bill total would be. Then he set up the , Century Link, internet to come out Friday.
First complaint is their their billing is very confusing. They have all these extra charges and no
description of what they are. They purposely try and be as vague as they can. They never
cancelled. They said that my husband wasnt qualified to cancel, even though we gave all his
information while signing up with Direct tv, they never recorded it. After finally getting a chance
to look at my paper mail, i see that century link is billing me for internet services. She told me
that the bundle never included internet. First offâ€¦. She then kept referencing to the paper mail.
She said no where does the bill say internet. No description of what that word means. I told her
despite not being able to understand the made up terminology on the bills, it was the several
Direct TV agents that confirmed that internet was included. I even had a conversation with the
agent I signed up for on how many devices I could use on 8 Mbps, so all of them saying internet
included was not accidental. That was literally her argument. Working in customer service, the
customer might not always be right. I did get irritated, I told her I was lied to! How is this my
fault? She was so irritated at me for crying â€” and after not just her but a few irritated
employees I can see that this is a trend from Direct tv. At my job, we sell Direct TV and dish
satellite antennas. Honestly, I used to be extremely mad at DirecTV, but after reading through a
great number of these comments, I am now just incredibly sad that this joke of a company has
ripped off this many people. The customer service is atrocious! Rude, condescending,
inconsiderate, called me a liar, double-talked me, lied to me, insinuated that I cannot do basic
math, I can keep goingâ€¦ The billing is unreliable! Changed monthly yet NO statements were
provided so I have no idea exactly what I was paying for other than for them to be rude to me
when I called in. The tech support is an utter joke! I have never paid an early termination fee to
get out of a contract, but I was just THAT unhappy with these con artists. I, too, was told that my
package included internet, but when I called about it a few days after installation, the CS rep
was adamant that this was not a service they even provided. I was treated as though I belonged
in a looney bin for even suggesting that they had internet as a service. Simply a horrible,
horrible, miserable experience that I would like to spare as many people from as possible. I keep
getting told they can do nothing for me. Does anyone have advice on how to handle this? Bad
company I paid every Bill least they could do is stop ripping off customers and get better
company morals. I switched Comcast to this because of the pricing and the deal of having the
same amount being charged for 2 years! Not 12 months they never once mentioned that! But
they sure Lied! I wish they would have honored what I was told over the phone! But I will be
switching providers in the next couple of days! Disconnected 3 times while trying to establish
service. Took three phone calls to cancel my order. Bad, bad, bad. I was a Direct TV customer
for almost 11 years. Never had any issues with customer service until today. I was getting the
lost satellite signal message. Have been thru heavy storms, blizzards, etc and very rarely lost
my satellite signal. Back in I had a similar issue that I am having now called and the service tech
walked me through the satellite set up and problem solved. This time totally different
experience. The first tech rep I spoke to did absolutely nothing. I asked her if this meant
someone was coming to my house or were they calling me? She never clarified. I hung up and

called back about ten minutes later and spoke with another rep. After listening to my issues she
told me a tech supervisor would call me back in 5 to 10 minutes. She confirmed my phone
number and we hung up. Three hours later still no call back. All he did was tell me I had to pay
the Again made no effort to help. So I immediately hung up and called another provider and set
up new installation. I am extremely disappointed with my experience today and now would
never recommend it to anyone. That said all good things must come to pass. Good-bye Direct
TV. A Claim was put in for my house. Should big corporate business be able to get away with
this or do we just have to roll over and let them do what Big Corporate wants to do. She agreed,
so then I am here and see absolutely nothing good about it. They are not the same since ATT
bought them. I dropped them after almost 10 years. This package is next to the lowest package.
It has no sports channels at all. ATT had raised all these packages and they are outrageous. I
think it is still a beta release that has not been finalized. Our modem keeps going out. They said
5 days before they can send anyone out this time. Do not remain a Directv customer that moves
from one state to another. I iwas lied to by a Directv rep. I was told that if I moved, all I would
have to do was to take my receiver, and just pay for a new installation. Okay, no problem. I was
also told the bold-faced lie, that in my moving to the new state, that I could keep my current
stations. The only thing that might be changed would be my local stations the truth. MY Rating:
1 Star. Been a directv customer for about 15 years. Service has been good. The costs without
my annual discounts are high, but the discounts make the fees tolerable. They ensured me I
would still get the new customer price. I thought no big deal. They took me off the promotion
plans. I called them back and every retention department said there was nothing they could do. I
was getting the runaround for 3 hours. I said I want the deal I was offered and promised and she
said she knew nothing about it. Click, hung up on her. This went on for 3 hours with 5 different
employees. I was one call short of disposing of everything they just installed. He saw the list of
calls and the timeframe I was on the phone with them. Guess he felt bad. I should have been
enjoying my new service instead of dealing with this. Not a good start of my 2 year contract but
it was fixed. I guess the moral of the story is know your exact plan before you call. We got the
reward card yay, rightâ€¦. We called and got to talk to a representative , they said there was no
notes on this promotion and that we had to pay for the NFL ticket if we wanted to keep itâ€¦.
Bunch of idiots! We said no, just take it off that should fix our bill right? My family and I will wait
for this very disgusting contract to fulfill and them we are dumping them. Never had such a
huge bill for television. So disappointed. There customer service department is awful. They said
that someone had added package to my account last week. I had never even heard of the
package. They make up lies to cover their own butts because they are the one that added the
package. Their representatives are in the Philippines, and ALL the representatives that I have
spoken with do not speak English well so it is very difficult to communicate any issues. I have
never had to deal with such bad service. After 19 years of service, we relocated to a new state.
Unfortunately, after having a technician come to set up a dish at our new home, we were unable
to continue service with Directv, as there was no clear path for a dish to be placed. FOUR
months later, still spending several hours on the phone with customer service, supervisors
hanging up on us, etc. NO customer loyalty or appreciation! Worlds worst company! I have had
service for a year and a half. In that time the contractor that installed it did damage to my house
in the 5 digit range. Direct tv said it was the contractors issue and the contractor said it was
Direct tvs problem. I had to file with my homeowners to keep the damage from getting worse. I
ended up canceling service due to the your bill is what it is commit and attitude. I will never use
them again and would never recommend them to anyone. If someone asks tell them to use
anyone else. I had Directv for nine years and loved it. After ATT took over it was replaced with
foreigners , long hold times, sending you from one person to another and on , outrageous price
increases for packages just like they do when you call ATT. ATT destroyed Directv. You cannot
get out of a contract once they come and install your service and you sign your name. The tech
leaves the signed contract with you. There is NO 30 Days to change your mind once you have
signed that contract. Kenneth Copeland is a false teacher. Along with Benny Hinn and other
prosperity preachers. Take your money while they own several mansions and own their own
private jets. I turn the channel when these charlatans come on. Recovery kits? Never heard of
recovery kits. They send you a darn box. Call that a recovery kit if you want to lol. Just truthful
ones. Overall, the TV service itself has been very good, despite some questionable billing
practices like raising the rate mid year in a subscription that runs one or two years long? We
have to honor the agreement, but they can change it. I called on October 6th to cancel because I
knew my rate would nearly double in a week or so. So I did. That was it for me. Overall I was
satisfied with the TV Service, but the ethics of this company and others in this business, just
turn me off. My name is freddy these people are not serious. I have a complain about this
company. When the give you a contract they say one thing but when you get your bill is

another. All the time I call someone they never give me an answer. Si reclamas algo de internet
hay que llamarlos a ellos directamente. Awful Service! Bad Costumer Service! Scam Company! I
am usually not a person who writes review until I have a very good or bad experience. But
unfortunately, I had a very bad experience with Directv which i thought of sharing. We called
them multiple times asking for the card and none of the representatives over the phone
mentioned that we need to do some kind of enrollment to get that card. After multiple phone
calls, finally a representative mentioned that you have not done the enrollment within 30 days I
am not sure of how many days exactly , so now you are not eligible for the card. After this, we
shifted to a new place and asked the technicians for checking the tv signal at our new place.
The technicians from directv mentioned us that there is no line of sight and that we can call
directv and ask them to terminate the connection. When we called the customer representative
again, she mentioned that you should take a secondary opinion before we waive the
cancellation fee. So finally we booked another appointment with the technician and guess what,
they went to our previous address and mentioned that the line of sight is perfect. Out of no
option we had to call the representative again to tell them that we moved out of that address.
Now finally the connection was closed since there is no line of sight. As I mentioned since there
is no other way, we had to call the representative and ask her to waive the extra fee that was
added to our account. Believe it or not we ended up calling directv may times to get this issue
resolved. I think everybody is so busy that they have no time to call customer service so many
times. Please resolve the issue when called for and let customers have a pleasant experience! I
have never had such horrible customer service! We are having trouble with our service so I
spoke with Max the billing manager. He was completely rude. I asked to speak with his boss
since I was not getting anywhere. He got very nasty saying he does not have a boss and hung
up on me. We will be switching service and I will never use direct tv again. Horrible horrible
horrible customer service! They screwed the billing up from day one and never straightened it
out then turned my service off and tried to extort me! They actually sent the portion of the bill I
refused to pay since they never corrected the billing to collections! They are crazy and walking
a fine legal line! Direct TV customer service is an absolute joke. They just pass you around from
station to station and no one can offer any help on your problem. Just get Direct TV by itself
and save yourself the trouble. Definitely wont be making the same mistake again. They can pass
me around and not help my problem, but they cannot silence my voice and my complaints, and I
will be heard. Last spring I called direct TV to cancel my services because the price was higher
than what I wanted to pay. In September they called me back saying that they wanted me back
as a costumer. The lady I spoke with said that they could do what I proposed. I called them back
and they said that I would have to pay extra for those two stations. The first person I spoke with
transferred me to a higher ranking person who said that they would add the two stations at no
cost. The bill arrives and nothing ever changes. Since then I have spoken to several people who
say that they will add the stations at no additional cost and nothing changes. Once my two
years of commitment expires I am out and will never come back. Horrible way to treat your
clients. I was a loyal customer to directv for over 6 years. My bill doubled. Finally I got sick of it
and cancelled. Never once did I receive a bill in the mail or any phone calls. Absolutely
disgusted with this company. We would get the typical call for a free month of these channels
and would want a upgraded sports package, which we would declined or applied to our plan. No
obligation with any of these channels so we would follow through and call and cancel them. So
after 9 months of nothing being followed through with correctly based off what every manager
and representative assured us about, we canceled. We had only 5 months left of our 2 year
contract and we were so fed up we just forked out the money to follow through with canceling.
Now another bill that was paid off is being held against us. One day we come home and our
internet had been turned off. So we will not see a bill till of January. This is based off being
charged for things he saw we were wrongly charged for and as a courtesy. Like always, nothing
was applied. We have a bill for this month and warning about our internet being turned off
again. Never really had any issues with the quality. But the customer service aspect of this
company is absolutely horrible and I feel like we have been more than patient with trying to get
everything squared away with our account. I have been a long time subscriber to Directtv, on
my own account or roommates over the past 10 years. Trying to get Directtv and ATT internet
installed in my new house was a nightmare. Their technicians were incompetent and never had
the right equipment, so they had to return multiple times for both internet and tv, making us
miss multiple days of work to sit around waiting for our appointments. They then tried to charge
us upgrading fee to wireless boxes because that would be easier to install. We then proceeded
to wait on the phone for over an hour to speak with a customer service rep, finally speaking with
over 8 people from 4 different departments, all of whom wasted minutes of our time just to
finally tell us that they could not do anything but would need to transfer us to the department

that could handle that, and EVERYONE saying they notated our account so the next person
would see what we had been through so far. How does a major technology and communications
service provider just lose the connection 3 times during a service call? I guarantee they would
not be having those connection issues if this was a sales call. We got so frustrated after 8
straight hours of dealing with this on our Saturday, after 3 other incidents, we just gave up and
settled for the only option they provided us, to wait another 2 weeks for a new technician to
come out and install our service. Wow, this company is fraudulent. This company has been
charging me more than ever since. When I call and complain they end up transferring me to
other lines without providing an explanation and their supervisors click on me. That being said,
so far knock wood I have never had a problem calling and getting it back. I have been a loyal
customer for over 20 years. Starting last Fall, all contact with DirecTV has been horrible. The
last 2 days continue to show how unreliable they have really become and they have a hard time
be truthful. Yesterday I called to drop to drop a service they had promoted before they started to
charge me for the service. The rep I talked to hopefully did what I asked. While I was on the
phone he told me I was eligible for a new equipment upgrade. I asked if it cost and I asked if I
had to extend my contract. Great, I went ahead to get the upgrade to be done on Wednesday.
The last thing I see on the email is statement that my contract will need to be resigned and it will
be for 2 years. So I have to call and cancel this upgrade. While on this call I tell them my service
is not working correctly, sound sometimes goes when moving from record shows to live TV
have to turn off TV and restart it and also when rewinding a show to the beginning it sometimes
shuts off and goes live. This was followed by another text setting up an appointment on
Monday. I call them again and tell the foreign lady I had cancelled this earlier in the day. I also
tell her I am hereby putting DirecTV on trial and will cancel my contract when it is set to end
later next year since they will not go ahead and install the equipment. It is like you are talking to
a scripted robot. I could also write a book about our moving our service a year ago. If Direct TV
did not disclose the exit fee, during your phone conversation, you could prevail in small claims.
You would need to initiate another call, and record it from the beginning. That way you would
have them saying the conversation is recorded and could argue that they have no proof of any
contract at all,. Then again, they may have mentioned the contract and penalty,. If you are
absolutely positive they did notâ€¦â€¦. Get em. I think its bullshit that the celular companies got
this crap going in the first place. Greedy money grubbing leaches on society. Capitalism breeds
greed and corruption. The corporations have no love for anything except more money and they
could care less about anyone or anything else. On demand works half the time. I will be
canceling here in the very near future, the cost are not worth the headaches when I can use
online streaming and local channels and actually get what I pay for. The unit downstairs has not
been fixed and there is no timeline in site. If you are thinking of getting Direct TV? Spent 1 hour
on the phone with Direct TV. According to them, the package I purchased does not include
sports channels , ,,, So here is the listing of channels that comes with the package I purchased
and they are clearly included. You can see the channels for your self. This is awful awful awful. I
love ATT. I have had it for years. They came out with this crap. So I joined and did a contract.
Cost me more to get same channels I had with spectrum. Expensive to break contract. I
regretted this the day they installed it. It pixels, freezes, and always some stupid error. Have to
reboot the boxes all the time. If you dont catch that it is screwing up then you miss your
scheduled programs you have to record. The money is not worth the crappy tv shows either. On
demand always has one issue or another. So you pay for stuff you either dont get properly or
dont get at all, even tho contract says you do. You pay more money for the shows and they dont
provide. Worse decision I have ever made. Save your money, your time, and your sanity, go to
cable. Directv is a joke. I was with dish for 10 years and much happier. I will definately be going
back. I have been a DirecTV customer since Less than a week later I realized the rep had
changed my program plan to a lower plan, without my consent. Fortunately I was able to get my
plan restored. Today I called to get a new box since mine has been freezing up and again asked
if I could get a monthly discount. Directv â€” impossibly bad customer service on top of a poor
business model I have so many customer service horror stories about this company it would be
impossible to detail them all here. At a high level, in the past 1. The automated call service will
most likely hang up on you if you do not indicate that you want to spend more money and if you
actually speak with an agent they will hang up on you if the end of the workshift is approaching.
Separately, it is evident that the Directv business model is setup to prey on nice people who
dont constantly push back on incorrect or randomly rising charges. If you have an option to
avoid doing business with this company do so at all costs. Call centers are located overseas
now and getting someone with the authority and the ability to assist with technological issues
takes about 4 separate phone calls. Also, they tout their 4k boxes but they are having issues
with them at present. I have been without my full service since November and all I get in

response is that their engineers are still working on it. Also, stores that normally have Directv
sales reps Costco or Walmart have quietly disappeared leaving a display with brochures in
place. I cancelled Directv due to poor customer service. All Fall no football on Saturday or
Sunday. My Directv account was id Directtv wished to contact me. I had direct tv yrs ago and
had problems when the weather was bad which was annoying bc that is when you do want to
watch tv. I have an older house. The direct tv draws too much on the internet and is causing me
all kinds of issues. It has cost me more to switch, than it will supposedly save me!!! Cox cable
has come out several times and things were disconnected by direct tv that caused me to have
problems not only with my internet but my alarm system. I called bc I have only been with them
2 weeks and have had 5 different repairmen out due to switching!!! The only remedy is for cable
to run outside my house and a hole punched in the wall to install a new line to make the direct
tv work. Direct tv said it is a valid contract and even though it has caused all kinds of problems
with my system is not there problem. They said they would waive the fee for their guy to come
out!!! I finally have resolution! Yay for me! Here is the scoop:. Based upon the response, I
signed up. No channels in the guide from my antenna. Tech told me that it was not possible and
gave me an email address to contact corp. Here is the good part! In last two days i have called
24 times. I was read my terms and conditions and had money taken from my account. My set up
date was for feb 9th. I then called my now cable company asking when is my last bill cycle day
and was told feb1st. I then called direct tv back to set up a new insatation day for the 1st instead
of 9th. And this is were it all started. Now im told sorry that order was only put through for cable
and we dont offer home phone and internet in your area. I immediately ask to speak to
suprivisor. He then tells me sorry the person who sold u this did it for the sale. Puts me on hold
and phone hangs up. From this point on non stop hanging up every time im transfered to a
supervisor. Hung up on again 5 times. Time 6 i get suprivisor Zack Y all he would give me who
tells me sorry nothing we can do. We didnt sell you anything until equipment is installed and
since it wasnt because we dont offer them services in your area its not considered sale. At this
point im mad, yelling, and beyond pissed. They took my money!!! They sold me services! They
read my terms and conditions! They promised me all these rewards! Several times i asked him
to get audio from the recorded line the so called had proving the hole conversation between me
and woman who sold me non existing services but he refused. Refused to give me a full name
or employee id. I too was recording all 24 calls and conversations. I promise i will not let this go
and i will be contacting BBB, attorney general, all news channels, leaving this review on all
sites, and most importantly contacting my lawyer and taking this to court. I signed up for the
choice package but, when I saw my first bill it included a sports package. Totally unacceptable!
Worst company ever to get anything resolved. I was promised many things when I signed up for
Direct TV. Never received gift card that was promised, was told i did not need internet in order
to have Direct TV, that was a lie, Cant watch any movies without the internet Also could not get
any HD channels with out internet. The area I reside did not have an internet provider provider
at the time. When Verizon Fios came into our area I chose to cancel my contract with Direct TV
due to the horrible customer service as well as all of the lies and because I needed internet to
watch anything. I complained several times to try and get this resolved and it never was so I
canceled Direct TV. They are the ones that broke their promises to me. Why would I continue to
pay for a service from a company that continues to promise things then lie about it when
questioned. I was on the phone with them today for 2 hours trying to resolve this issue. I was
transferred several times to someone they said would be able to help. The last transfer was to a
Spanish speaking employee. Save yourself the drama and go else where. Completely
unorganized and disfunctional company I have ever had to deal with. This has got to be the
worst service I have ever had. Day 1 installation: T he installer was terrible I was unable to
understand anything he said. He installed the satellite in the center of the roof instead of
screwing it to the side on the roof. I order the wireless boxes and he ran the line on the side of
the house using my Christmas decoration hooks to hang the line. I tried to contact Direct Tv and
all I got was let me let you talk to a tech. I hate watching tv I feel like I got ripped off. I attempted
to just switch back to u-verse but they just want me to talk to a tech. However, I find Direct TV to
be worse. In fact MUCH worse. When I signed up, I was given a copy of a new customer sales
order worksheet, which promised in writing, that my rate was guaranteed for 2 years. I had
specifically never agreed to this and still have the signed agreement,. My wife works from our
house. They made a deal with Cox so that all employees in the Phoenix or Las Vegas areas are
required to use Cox Communications for internet and we get it at a discount. We told this to our
salesperson at Direct TV and he said no problem and put it in writing. ATT cell phone service
sucks in many parts of the area we live in. That came from the salesperson at the ATT cell store
on Eastern. The store personnel have been asking for a new tower some time but they claim
that they have been promised many times but it still goes nowhere. Frontline customer service

agents and their superiors are powerless to give resolution to problems. They have their
standard scripts and then pass the call up to another person who is powerless. They then send
your call up to another level of powerless people. The only way to get resolution is to reach
somebody in the executive levels. However, even then it was only after I threatened to make a
phone call which would cancel a deal to get multi family homes that the owner was planning on
having Direct TV wired up. Finally, due to their dishonesty in keeping their end of agreements,
their inferior internet, their spotty cell phone service and extremely frustrating customer
service, I highly recommend never signing up for Direct TV. There are less expensive
alternatives that give you better quality. The dumb rep lies to me saying she removed the
charge and made my bill cheaper. Few days later the charge is still there. I keep calling different
departments and getting the run around. I wish I knew this before I ever signed up with them.
Worst service ever. Big boxes with very small print. Instead of me clicking down to the program
I want, it moves up until it goes into huge highlighted box. No recording date on programs I
recorded so you might not watch them in proper order. I really liked the old menu and guide, I
really dislike the new guide and menu. Hi Dave! That sounds like a hassle for sure. However, 12
years with the company speaks for itself. Direct TV has been an absolute nightmare in every
way possible. We got a 50 inch tv, a tablet, And a smart watch. Seemed legit. The channels were
all garbadge except like five. Twenty minutes of commercials per show. Terrible customer
service, no one could manage to give us a straight answer about anything. We had to pause the
service for six months because it was too much for us to afford tons of financial shit hitting the
fan all at once. We were probably charged upwards of fifteen hundred dollars over the span of
nine months for nothing. Direct TV can burn in hell. Service is continually dropped, problems
with the server, and crappy response times for service. The first time they were suppose to
come out, I took the day off work, the appointment was for AM to AM. I call , they gave me , then
then finally I ask to speak to an American in America, they could not guarantee I would get an
American manager. So I call back again, I finally spoke to an American who set me up with
second appointment. Took the day off again. Technician showed up, he was just here to
installing phone and internet. No one showed up to install TV. This should have been a simple
move. So 2 weeks later I still have no TV, just internet and phone. With no date to have TV
installed. I am so disappointed, after my phones are paid off we will seek service else where.
Well due to the fact that I do have a credit rating of , I hit the roof. So what do I do now? How
can a Company charge outrageous fees for piss-poor service. If they say it is always available,
then they lied to you just like they lied to me. I went back to my previous vendor. Go elsewhere.
It is NOT worth the headache. My account is still not setup correctly yet they are bugging me for
payment, which I cannot pay because I cannot log on. I tried to get help to resolve the service
issue and they sent the same technician who broke two of my collectibles when he banged into
my furniture. Now they say they will change me to get out of contractâ€¦.. Try the fire stick first
or a wire hanger or aluminum foil rabbit ears and you will get bette service!! Totaly agree. I have
had 4 modems changed due to directtv upgrades, white screens, and lose service during rain
storms. Started using DirectTV in October I turn it on, and no sound, apparently my receiver is
the problem. I inform them of the message I see, I wait for 5 minutes or so and they come back
with sorry sir, you are not eligible. Wait 3 weeks and call back and maybe there will be
something then. I ask for a manager. Manager says if I wait 3 weeks I will get the upgrade for
free. She says wait 3 weeks or pay. I ask why the other gentleman said I was not guaranteed in 3
weeks and I had to wait and see. I said I have been a customer since and this is ridiculous when
my account says I am eligible. They refuse to budge on the price at all. She said buy it from
them then, and refused to do anything to help. Worst ever! First off they raised the price on us.
All kinds of problems. Sound cuts out, breaks down completely, no picture, no tv! When it does
work the shows or movies on demand are glitchy, they stop, rewind on their own, then go
forward and go slow motion, lack OMG! Huge mistake. Constantly drops off. I would rate Direct
TV negative stars. Finally I gave them my time of day and 4hrs if being tossed from one dept to
another, finally a lady from the customer loyalty dept took care half the issue. The print is
ridiculously small No date and time at the top of the guide. Hate the big blue highlighted box No
recording date on recorded programs Can not rewind or fast forward on Demand programs. A
fix for that would be a welcome improvement. I saw a dvr fix-it company online some time ago,
maybe i can have them repair this one. Because what everyone here is describing sounds like a
deal breaker. Only on demand channels that have commercials. Pay channels you can ff. Gotta
get those commercials in. It usually only takes a few minutes to switch it over. I would wait a
few days and then call again and then was told it would take another 72hrs. Another time after
that, I was told it might take hrs. Then last week I was told my move was coming up with
errorsâ€¦ and that they would look into it but no information on how it was going to be followed
up. No stars. Each time you call for the same problem, you have to start from the beginning as

the junior agents work their way through their process. I have tried to escalate by asking for a
manager and all I get from them is that I will get a call backâ€¦ what number is good for you?
And then no one calls. I prefer DirectTV over all other forms of cable. The problem is because
my home faces the wrong direction I cant have a satellite installed. I was told the only direction
allowed is South or Southwest and my apt faces North. This sucks. Hope DirectTv comes up
with a better dish or better satellite range. GUIDE: font too small to read. Too much space taken
to twice identify programming channel. Why was it necessary to increase the menu panel from 5
to 6 lines? When choosing a program the display at the top again is just too small to read. In
addition, on play backof recorded programming has also changed. Donald these changes is
good for me and I suspect most of the DirecTV customers. I want my old menu and play back
screen. Totally agree! I want the old one back!!! The new menu is almost criminal. How can a
senior citizen use this ridiculous design. The boxes are plenty big but they have just tiny text.
My wife and I have been loyal customers nearly since the start of DirecTV but the tiny text is
impossible to use. Was this designed by some young kids with great vision viewing their work
on large computer displays sitting on their desk fifteen feet away. With the mess you have made
I doubt if you can hold me to my contract. Oh yes they can. Its a contract. Its statex they can
change whatever they ant whenever they want. Absolutely HATE the new format. Font way too
small, list is awful, no dates on when programs were recorded. Please change back. Direct TV
has the worst customer service that I have ever experienced! I was a loyal customer for over 18
years. Unfortunately, when I cancelled and returned the requested 18 year old equipment to
them, they state they never received it â€¦whatever! What would they do with 18 year old or even
5 year old equipment. Before cancelling with them I called to ask about issues we were having
and was told I needed to update my equipment and that would fix my problem. I spoke to a
supervisor of sorts who refused to remove the charges and unless I could provide them with the
teacking number this would go on my creditâ€¦. People if you have any other choice do not pick
direct tv horrible serve and their charges are ridiculous!! I told her everything was tight and I
had a service plan, she then told me before she can schedule someone to come fix it I have to
go do everything she says to even though I had already done it. Then they told me they will mail
me instructions on where to return my boxes and I have to do so by May 16th, which when I
called it was May 6th, if I do not return them by then I will be charged a large sum per each box, I
asked them if I would even get the instructions by then and he said yes. They are not trust
worthy. I feel a bad charge is coming my way. This has been the worst experience I have had
with any company I have had a service from. I closed my account, actually talked to a customer
service rep, and sent back all of my equipment in December of Of the Customer Service Reps,
10 in total, only two were willing to help and look into my situation. During this time I was
promised there would not be any early cancellation fee and I was just charged for it today. This
company has been inaccurate with billing almost the entire time I was a customer. This
company is a joke and wish I would have never done business with them. I would not
recommend them to my worst enemy. Worst experience ever Directv is a company that offer
promotions but does not comply with it, I been fighting for over 9 month about my promo credit.
I almost always record programs to time shift. Yesterday the format on my screen changed, and
I do not like the new appearance. When I fast forward the bottom of the screen is blacked out to
show words white on black. I cannot see a putt go in because the hole is blacked out. I cannot
read breaking news scrolls because the words are blacked out. This is, I hope, only an
experiment, and to me it is a miserable mistake. The list of recorded programming and playback
is far harder to negotiate. It is more trouble to check on sheduled future recordings. Please tell
me you are going back to the format I enjoyed and used so easily. Directv is a complete rip off.
Every time I call in they tell me that it will be credited to my nexts month bill and it never
happens. The equipment went out on us tonight and the rep was very rude. They also wanted to
charge us for having a tech to come out. What ever you do go some place else for cable,
internet, or phone. So you can leave work to meet them. Over all the new setup sucks. Ever
since the most recent upgrade, we cannot read the menu. The font is way too small. Is there any
way to correct that? Im talking about several bad customer service experiences. They are
always so rude and they will try to get every last cent you have. They made a mistake with my
package and they actually wanted me to pay them for someone coming to my house. They are
absolutely ridiculous Their playback never works. They hiked up the prices and overall just
suck. I hate how they changed everything remotes, the whole guide setup, â€¦. Its just a terrible
company. I have been a DirectTv subscriber for 11 years, and just recently changed to a Genie.
The new guide or whatever you call it â€” the whole on-screen menu â€” is terrible. Here are
some examples: 1 The font is too small in many places. Very tough to see unless you are willing
to sit close. If they got rid of the logos, they could increase the size of the font AND provide
more information on every page. As you scroll down through the list, it insists on showing

every one of them as a sudden pop-up big blue box with, yes, a big logo. Please, DirectTv, just
give us the list to scroll through. This new guide only seems to do that sporadically. Often it just
tells me what season it was and what number the episode was. That might be helpful every once
in a while, but why not tell us when it first aired too? Instead, you have to stop the fast
forwarding and then hit rewind to get back to where you left off when the commercial started.
Now on May 31, this Chanel disappeared. And they never called 15 minutes before arriving as
promised. Was just disgusted with the whole thing. Am i watching this season or 5 years ago
season? And now have to hunt for our glasses to see the damn thing. I was with them for 10
years and I never had a good experience with their phone support. Most recently I wasted over
three hours on the phone trying to get my Satellite hardware upgraded, and stayed home from
work for their technician on three different days. A technician never came to my house and each
time I called there were different issues with the way the last guy placed order. I finally had
enough, and canceled to move to Dish network. When canceling, they told me they wanted my
10 year old hardware back and I needed to waste over an hour more of time taking it to the UPS
store. I asked them to come and get it as it was not worth my time. What a horrible way to treat
your customers. I saw this offer under my direct tv log in under add premium channels. This is
false advertisement. I recently scheduled a DirecTV install and it was a very bad experience. We
have previously had DirecTV and service itself was usually great. For this install I called their
customer support, then chatted with a representative and clearly stated that we are renting, and
only a chimney mount would be allowed. I also clearly stated that I would buy the chimney
mount for the installer to use. I was told that would be no problem, the installer can use
whatever mount I have. Horrible experience I originally switched to Direct TV to get a bundle
deal with internet and cable. I called and spoke to someone who confirmed internet would be
installed as well. The earliest install date available was 2 weeks out for the morning between I
immediately called and cancelled within an hour of install. They really have horrible customer
service.. This is how they make there money, by ripping people off.. Directv will rip you off just
like so many others. Good luck if you choose this provider. Directv is the worse. Worse
customer service. The list goes on and on with directv too. DTV should have owned the world.
Instead, they screwed up and now have a small market share. When DTV first came about, I was
the first one to get it at my house. A family member worked there. As soon as it was installed, I
knew they had a winner. I thoughtâ€¦. This was when cable companies were the absolute worst
and here was a product with a crystal clear picture, it never did not work, and best of allâ€¦.
They also tried to get marketshare in europe. There, they would engage in endless negotiation
and lowballing what they would pay to televise soccer. The countries would tire and another
provider would swoop in and offer a better deal. DTV knew they had a great product, but like
many before them, they figured it would last forever and nobody could compete with them.
Again, just give the equipment awayâ€¦. Same with tv service. Did DTV hire outside talent? Yes
they did. And then those talented folks had to bang their heads against the wall as they
attempted to comprehend the veryâ€¦. A 60 year-old engineer who has built airplanes for 30
years has zero knowledge re setting up DTVâ€¦. It was said he could stand up at a moments.
Notice and start telling a funny and interesting storyâ€¦. So iimagine this guy running DTV and
working with Hughes. There was no alternative for the first few years. Had they put equipment
on everybodies house for free, the could have then collected monthly fees for years and years.
Instead, like Blockbuster, they were too sure of themselves. They didnt think that anybody
could launch a satellite in order to compete with them. Well, DISH and others did. Years later,
when their new customers stagnatedâ€¦. Yepâ€¦free equipmentâ€¦. But it was too little, too late.
At the time, the idea of recording with one buttonâ€¦. Again, they moved slow and others copied
it and today we all have it. But if they had been first into europe and bought up the rights to
televise the soccer gamesâ€¦. Hell no. Nobody watches soccer! Internationally no. People are
fanatical amd advertisers would have paid tons to DTV. IN actuality, it is amazing thatbDTV is as
big as it is. Despite all the roadblocks, the DTV folks were still able to selli itâ€¦. But, just as
Blockbuster laughed at Netflix when Netflix wanted to be bought for 50 millionâ€¦. Hughes
hesitated and did not trust the folks they hired. Imagine everyhouse with a satellite on top of it
â€¦.. DTV had that chance and like Blockbuster just could not see that the world was, and is,
changing. I was a loyal subscriber for 15 years, watched their fees increase until they were not
affordable. Once a year I would call them to renegotiate my contract. I got tired of the dance and
offered a fair fee for two years which they refused. Foolishly, I paid my month in advance and
discontinued the service halfway through the month, thinking they would refund the unused
portion. Directv has always been dishonest in my dealings with them. Unauthorized charges on
my credit card several times. They are both dishonest companies to deal with. Turns out
Verizon Fios is a far better service. Better voice remote, no interrupted service like Directv when
storms interfere with satellite transmissions. No crappy looking antenna dish on your roof. Our

Direct TV account was hacked. Email, phone number, verbal password, password all changed
by the hacker. Told by company that there is no way to verify us. After 4 attempts to contact the
fraud department at Direct TV and 3 hours on hold, we were disconnected each time by them
with no return call from them! So how do we reclaim our account from the hacker. Seriously,
What???? Worst customer service. So, stillâ€¦. Getting help with fraud should be much more of
a priority to Direct TV. Click here to cancel reply. Name required. Email will not be published
required. This site is a U. Consumer site. You can learn more about our site and privacy policy
here. Our Rating. Call Now: View Plans. Call Now. But is it right for you? Chantel Buchi. See all
articles. Dec 07, Offers and availability vary by location and are subject to change. Prices higher
in 2nd year. Sign up for autopay and paperless bill discount. This discount only applies for the
first year which is wack, if you ask us. The Genie DVR is one of the best out there. Written by.
Chantel Buchi Chantel is all about finding the best tv or streaming service to watch as many
football games as possible to keep her Fantasy Football team in check. Before that, she
received a B. Go Utes and Fight On. Contact her at chantel reviews. Chantel is all about finding
the best tv or streaming service to watch as many football games as possible to keep her
Fantasy Football team in check. Hello Frank, Thanks for reaching out to clarify! Our post will be
updated to reflect this and other changes accordingly as they come. Delt with the same
situation for about 3 months now and nothing has happened. We hope your current issue is
resolved soon! Also, do you have other options for service in your area? Thanks for your input!
Let us know what you decide to do! Just curious, have you tried to find another provider?
Thanks again! Thank you for your reply Ginger, Our thoughts go out to you and your friends.
Here is the scoop: 1. I had specifically never agreed to this and still have the signed agreement,
2. I am moving to a different company because of the change! WTF â€¦. I will cancel as soon as
my contract is up. Thinking about jumping ship. View Plan. HBO Max. See more product details.
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. One bridge can be used with up to 8 C41Ws. So we recommend just having a
maximum of three clients attached. If you need to supply more TVs, we recommend the H25,
which can use its own tuner. The C41W ships with the RC71 remote. Skip to main content. Only
18 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection
Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day
one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the
purchase price of your covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No
Thanks. Other Sellers on Amazon. Sold by: Bleiden. Have one to sell? Sell on Amazon. Image
Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Sold Separately. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Ships from and sold by ClaremontSellers. Ships from and sold by NetBetShop.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Sold Seperately. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Compare with similar items. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The hardest part is getting them activated with
DirecTV. I spent an hour on the phone with tech support trying to activate everything before her
supervisor finally told her only the Activation department can activate all of the equipment. The
activation department had everything activated in 5 minutes. We already have the wireless
bridge and one wireless genie in one room. It's always annoyed me to have the service in our
room wired. I believe from the time I opened the box until it was up and running was all of ten
minutes! I disconnected the existing wired location I want to replace with wireless and plugged
in the new wireless genie and turned that and the TV on. I went on the main box
downstairs--went into settings and selected Add a Client. There were a few steps I forget but it
gave me a four digit code. I went back upstairs and by then the new wireless genie had been
cycling to get up and running. I followed the prompts and eventually added the 4 digit code I got
from the box downstairs. Wireless cable in the master bedroom! It works beautifully. It was
awesome to get rid of the horrible giant coaxial cable! Bonus I got to move the TV to the other
side of the room too. I'm super thrilled with how easy this process was and ordering an
additional box so we can watch TV out back. This will be adding a new location vs. All in all a

great purchase! The device arrived on time and worked. The HDTV people were very nice but I
was just generally uncomforable with having to use a third party the seller to activate the device
on my account. Up in 5 minutes if replacing another client! Worked perfectly! Up and running in
5 minutes! I used this wireless client to replace a wired client, so I didn't have to call DirecTv or
talk to anyone. I simply told the main Genie box to look for a new client, then went to the TV I
have unhooked the wired client from and now installed the new wireless client to and it
prompted me through the steps. It asked which client it was replacing, and viola! Came right up!
Also, Amazon told me this would take a week to arrive, but it came in 2 days! Great shipping!
Don't get me wrong at first I thought I had fallen into the same situation that other buyers
reported where DirecTV would not activate the genie. I called to activate and was told that they
don't activate receivers that were not purchased through DirecTV but I had previously chatted
with someone and had it in writing that they could. The real issue is not that they can't is that
they don't want to because it takes them a bit of work to do it. After asking for a supervisor and
indicated I had written proof that I was told I could purchase a genie from Amazon and activate
it on my account and that I was adding a location not replacing an existing genie, he got tech
support on the line and they activated it. My home gym now has full DirecTV service and I
couldn't be happier! I purchased 3 of these at one time. I called DirecTV to activate them. Each
of the three are on three separate people's accounts. I purchased mine from seller jaropenarol.
My original genie mini disappeared when a room mate moved out along with the remote. I
ordered this as I already had the wireless bridge and current service. All I had to do was search
for new device from main genie put in code on the mini, set up the remote, and I was in
business. Works perfectly!!! By April Yolanda on June 1
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, Images in this review. Same as what DirecTv sells as much lower price. See all reviews.
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